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Abstract

The amusement park industry embodies one of the indispensable parts of the hospitality and tourism industry progressing in accordance with the shifting preferences and trends in travel and tourism demand. The main purpose of this study is to assess the relationship between destination image and tourists’ loyalty towards the amusement parks of Bangladesh. This is a descriptive study in which the author used judgmental sampling technique to gather quantitative data from 300 visitors of four amusement parks in Bangladesh namely Fanstasy Kingdom, Nandan Park, Vinnya Jagat, and Dreamland amusement park. The researcher used structural equation modeling to analyze the data. The findings suggest that destination image positively and significantly influences tourists’ satisfaction. Furthermore, tourists’ satisfaction, subsequently, results in visitors’ loyalty towards amusement parks. However, the relationship between amusement park image and tourists’ loyalty is mediated by tourists’ satisfaction. Furthermore, it was found that past visit experience at the amusement parks does not moderate the relationship between destination image and tourists’ satisfaction. The researcher believes that the findings and recommendations presented in this study will significantly encourage the amusement park marketers of Bangladesh to enhance their destination image to improve the satisfaction and loyalty levels of the visitors.
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1. Introduction

Destination image has always been one of the most popular areas of travel and tourism research because it facilitates tourism destination marketers to adopt and implement crucial strategic marketing decisions (Rajesh, 2013). Destination image has been found to affect visitors’ intention to choose a particular destination, tourists’ loyalty, tourists’ satisfaction as well as their post visit behavior (Baloglu, 2000; Hernández-Lobato, 2006; Chen & Tsai, 2007; Ramseook-Munhurrun et al., 2015; Chen & Phou, 2013; Chi & Qu, 2008). Specifically, the image of an amusement park has been the focal point of research by the academicians all over the world (Haahiti & Yavas, 2004; Lin et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2015; Hapsari 2018). These days, amusement park marketing has turned into one of the crucial subsets of travel and tourism marketing because people all over the world frequently visit these parks for the purpose of spending their vacation and pastime (Salamat & Banik, 2013). Hence, understanding and unfolding the reasons why and how visitors decide to visit an amusement park, become satisfied and exhibit loyalty have become an issue of paramount importance in the promising and competitive tourism marketing scenario.

In Bangladesh, amusement park sector is experiencing the growth stage of its life cycle (Islam et al., 2018). Shishu Park was the first ever public entertainment park established in Bangladesh in 1987. Subsequently, inspired by the achievements of Shishu Park, several other private funded amusement parks were established namely Shishu Mela, Wonderland, Fantasy Kingdom, and Nandon Park in the capital city of Dhaka (Kazi, 2006; Islam et al., 2018). Outside Dhaka, Bangladeshi tourists have the opportunity to visit Foy’s Lake in Chittagong, Vinnya Jagat in Rangpur, Shopnopuri in Dinajpur, Dreamland Amusement Park in Sylhet, and Dream Holiday
Park in Narshingdi and so on. Vinnya Jagat Amusement Park, indeed, is the largest of all amusement parks situated in Bangladesh having more than 100 acres of land, thrilling rides for children, first ever planetarium in Bangladesh, statues and artifacts, replica of seven wonders of the world, 3 star hotel named “Dream Palace”, gigantic swimming pool, beautiful mosque and above all huge collection of flower and natural trees (Khondker et al., 2012). Other amusement and theme parks providing similar modern offerings have unlocked an opportunity to build Bangladesh an attractive holiday destination (Newagebd, 2018).

These days, owing to growing level of rivalry among different amusement parks in Bangladesh, the marketers of these parks are compelled to improve their image in an effort to satisfy their visitors as well as to enhance their loyalty (Islam et al., 2018). Under these circumstances, it has become imperative for the marketers of amusement parks in Bangladesh to identify major antecedents of amusement park image and to determine the relative importance of park image on visitors’ satisfaction and tourists’ loyalty. Several studies in the past have assessed the interrelationship among constructs such as destination image, tourist satisfaction and tourist loyalty but those studies were carried from different cultural context or country’s perspective. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, there has been a dearth of published empirical research works in this topic from the perspective of the amusement parks of Bangladesh. It is believed that this study will contribute further to our existing knowledge as the author has investigated the mediating role of satisfaction and moderating role of past experience in the relationship between amusement park image and visitors’ loyalty. Furthermore, it is also expected that this study will act as a reference point for future studies in the amusement park sector of Bangladesh.

1.1 Objectives of the Study
Keeping the importance of this research problem in view, this study has been carried out to fulfill the following specific objectives:
- To develop and validate a model depicting the link between destination/amusement park image and tourists’ loyalty towards the amusement parks of Bangladesh.
- To predict the satisfaction of amusement park visitors as a function of destination image.
- To investigate the mediating role of tourist’s satisfaction in the relationship between destination image and tourist’s loyalty towards amusement parks of Bangladesh.
- To check the moderating role of past visit experience in the relationship between destination image and tourist’s satisfaction towards amusement parks of Bangladesh.
- To describe the implications for the marketers of amusement park in light of the findings of this study.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Definition of Amusement Park
Amusement park is a huge outdoor area that encompasses varieties of rides, shows, picnic spots and other entertainment facilities (Adams-Volpe, 1991). Clavé (2007) defined theme park as a centre which consists of rides, shows and other entertainment facilities. De Groote (2011) argued that amusement parks include rides and other amusement attractions designed to attract tourists and visitors at a large scale from all around the globe.

2.2 Destination Image and Tourists’ Satisfaction Relationship
Destination image stands for tourist’s common impression and feelings towards a particular destination (Ramseook-Munhurrun et al., 2015; Fakeye & Crompton, 1991). It symbolizes a mixture of beliefs, feelings, impressions, and ideas that tourists associate with a specific tourist spot or a given place (Gover et al., 2007; Chen & Tsai, 2007). In the context of this study, amusement park image refers to visitors’ in general evaluations and perceptions with regard to amusement parks formed as a result of emotional reactions and preceding experiences or explicit information about theme parks (Haathi & Yavas, 2004; Lin et al., 2007). Destination image has emerged as a pivotal element for predicting tourists’ behavioral intention (Chen & Tsai, 2007), satisfaction (Chi & Qu, 2008), and loyalty (Cai et al., 2003) in the numerous tourism marketing literatures. The Table 1 summarizes the factors influencing the image of a destination in light of several past literatures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Influencing Destination Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourism experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor satisfaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tourists' satisfaction, on the other hand, signifies the extent to which perceived performance of a given tourism spot matches the expectations of the tourists (Kotler et al., 2017). If the performance falls short of expectations, customers or visitors happen to be dissatisfied and when the performance of a product or service (an amusement park, in the context of this study) exceeds expectations, customers or tourists will feel delighted (Kotler & Armstrong, 2017). Furthermore, according to Oliver (1997), customer satisfaction can be viewed as “a judgment that a product or service provides a pleasurable level of consumption-related fulfillment.” In fact, according to
Ryan et al., (2010), the antecedents of satisfaction in the theme park settings are connected to the atmosphere of the park, the availability of exciting rides, degrees of crowding experienced, availability of resting places and affordable admission fees and so on and so forth.

Table 1. Determinants of Destination Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors influencing Destination Image</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attractions, Accessibility, Lodging, Dining, Environment, Shopping Events &amp; Activities</td>
<td>Rajesh (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Scenic resources, Accessibility, Cultural Resources, Security, Night Life and Entertainment and Quality/Price Ratio</td>
<td>Bigné et al., (2001); Chen &amp; Tsai, (2007); Chi &amp; Qu, (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivations, Vacation Experience, Socio-Demographic Characteristics, Primary and Secondary Information Sources, Cognitive Components, Affective Components</td>
<td>Beerli &amp; Mertin (2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationship between destination image and tourist satisfaction is well documented in several previous studies. In accordance with Wu et al., (2018), theme park image is a positive and significant predictor of experiential satisfaction of the theme park visitors of Janfusan Fancyworld of Taiwan. Furthermore, water park image has a direct effect on visitors’ satisfaction (Jin et al., 2015). Similarly, it has been found that cognitive and affective factors of overall destination image significantly influence visitors' theme park destination preferences and satisfaction. In addition, according to Ramseook-Munhurrun et al. (2015), the better the destination image, the greater tourist's satisfaction. Therefore, the researcher postulates:

**H1:** Destination image positively influences tourists’ satisfaction towards amusement parks.

2.3 Tourists’ Satisfaction and Tourists’ Loyalty Relationship

Customer loyalty is a widely studied marketing construct which has been defined in a number of different ways by several authors in the past. Table 2 summarizes three famous definition of customer loyalty:

Table 2. Definitions of Loyalty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bose and Rao (2011)</td>
<td>Customer loyalty refers to the customer’s commitment to do business with a specific organization which affects in repeat purchases of goods and services of that organization. Loyalty signifies a deeply held commitment to rebuy or re-patronize a preferred product or service in the future despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver (1999)</td>
<td>Loyalty can be both attitudinal and behavioral. Attitudinal loyalty is reflected in customers' intention to repurchase whereas behavioral loyalty is reflected in customers' behavioral outcomes such as repeat purchases or act of recommendation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best &amp; Coney (1989)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several studies in the past have provided empirical evidences with regard to the relationship between tourist satisfaction and tourists’ loyalty. According to Lee et al., (2011), a positive relationship between tourist loyalty and tourist satisfaction in the context of Chinese tourist in Korea. Furthermore, tourists’ satisfaction has a negative effect on tourist complaints and a positive influence on tourists’ loyalty (Žabkar et al., 2010.) In the context of theme park, past studies reflect that satisfied and delighted tourists’ have higher level of loyalty and revisit intention to the theme parks (Ali et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2015). Hence, the researcher can hypothesize:

**H2:** Tourists’ satisfaction positively influences tourists’ loyalty towards amusement parks.

2.4 Mediating Role of Tourist Satisfaction

A mediating variable serves as a mechanism through which independent variable or variables relate to dependent variable (Malhotra & Dash, 2017). Baron & kenney (1986) suggest that in an attempt to verify the mediating role of a variable, researchers firstly have to establish a statistically significant relationship between independent variable and dependent variable; secondly, the relationship between independent variable and mediating variable has to be statistically significant as well and finally, the relationship between independent and dependent variable has to be investigated in the presence of mediating variable. If previously established relationship between the predictor and outcome variable turns out to be insignificant, it will be a case of full mediation; otherwise there will be a case of partial mediation or no mediation (Baron & kenney, 1986). The link between destination image and tourist loyalty has been established by numerous researchers in the past (Cai et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2015; Chi...
Furthermore, tourist satisfaction has empirically been tested as a mediating variable in several previously conducted tourism and hospitality related studies (Chi & Qu, 2008, Yoon & Uysal, 2005). Prayag & Ryan (2012) outlined that destination image is one of the key determinants that lead to visitors’ loyalty but this relationship is mediated by satisfaction levels. In addition, it has been observed that the influence of destination image of Mauritius on travelers’ loyalty is mediated by their satisfaction (Ramseook-Munhurrun et al., 2015). Besides, Hapsari (2018) conducted a study in the context of two Indonesian theme parks and found that both theme parks’ educational image and perceived value have an indirect effect on loyalty through satisfaction. Hence, the researcher can posit:

**H3:** Tourists’ satisfaction mediates the positive effect of destination image on tourists’ loyalty towards the amusement parks of Bangladesh.

### 2.5 Moderating Effect of Past Visit Experience

An amusement park always focuses on developing a memorable experience for its visitors (Trischler & Zehrer, 2012). Past visit experience refers to “a past personal travel-related event strong enough to have entered long term memory” (Larsen, 2007; Park & Santos, 2017). Another definition proposes that tourist past experience indicates a visitor’s subjective evaluation of events with regard to the tourist behaviors which start prior to, during, and after the tour (Tung & Richi, 2011; Bagdre, 2016).

However, tourist past experience has been used as a key moderating variable in several studies in the past (Rajaratnam et al., 2014; Pappas et al., 2014). A moderator is a variable that influences the strength of relationship between a predictor and an outcome variable (Cohen et al., 2014)). Jin et al., (2015) suggest that the effects of water park image on visitors’ satisfaction significantly vary between first-time visitors and experienced repeat visitors. Furthermore, past experience is found to have a moderating effect on the relationship between the overall image of the tourist destination and tourist’s satisfaction (Rodríguez Molina et al., 2013). Therefore, based on the above discussion, the researcher has proposed the following hypothesis:

**H4:** Tourist past visit experience moderates the relationship between destination image and tourist satisfaction.

On the basis of the objectives of this study and review of literature, the researcher has proposed the following conceptual framework:

![Conceptual Framework](image)

**Figure 1. Conceptual Framework**

### 3. Methodology

#### 3.1 Research Design

A cross sectional descriptive study has been conducted by the researcher with a survey questionnaire which has been administered to multiple respondents and information from each respondent was gathered only once.

#### 3.2 Sources of Data

Both primary and secondary sources of data are basically utilized to increase the meaningfulness and acceptability of a study (Haque, Bappy, & Arifuzzaman, 2018). The primary data for this study have been obtained from the respondents by the researcher himself using a structured survey questionnaire. Review of different travel and tourism based established literatures and related newspaper articles with regard to amusement parks facilitated the researchers to accumulate the secondary data.

#### 3.3 Measurement and Scaling

All the variables of this study have been estimated using multiple item based Likert scales with 5 response categories ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Most of the items measuring the latent
constructs have been extracted from previous studies and modified to fit the context of the study. Latent constructs such as destination image, tourists’ satisfaction have been measured by means of four indicators each. They have Cronbach’s Alpha values of .882, .905 respectively. On the other hand, tourists’ loyalty has been measured by using three items each. This construct presents an alpha value of .878. Another variable “past visit experience” has been measured by means of a categorical scale (1 = fast time visit experience, 2 = repeat visit experience). All the items and the sources from which they have been adopted are demonstrated in Appendix (1). Malhotra & Dash (2015) is of the view that data obtained from Likert scale should be treated as interval. It was also reported that parametric tests can be used to examine Likert scale responses even when the assumption of normality is not fulfilled (Norman, 2010; Bappy et al., 2018).

3.4 Target Population, Sampling Technique and Sample Size:

The target population for this study involves the male and female amusement park visitors from several districts of Bangladesh such as Dhaka, Chittagong, Rangpur, and Sylhet. The whole study was conducted from December 01, 2018 to June 01, 2019.

Table 3. Sample Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amusement Park</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy kingdom</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandon Park</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinnya Jagat</td>
<td>Rangpur</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foy’s lake</td>
<td>Chittagong</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreamland Amusement Park</td>
<td>Sylhet</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>300</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researcher used judgmental sampling technique where respondents were selected on the basis of the judgment of the researcher. This technique was employed because of its low cost and convenience. Besides, it was very difficult for the researcher to prepare a sampling frame or a list of tourists within a short period. Furthermore, Hair et al., (2017) recommended the use of judgmental sampling when there is no sampling frame. The sample size was fixed to be 300 who were surveyed both online and offline. Sample size was computed based on the guidelines provided by Malhotra & Das (2015). They suggest that structural equation models (SEM) with five or fewer constructs, each measured with at least three items, and communalities of at least .5 must be estimated with a sample size of minimum 200. In this study, the researcher has included three multi item constructs, each measured with at least three indicators each. Hence, it can be said that the sample size of 300 is acceptable for carrying out this study.

The questionnaire was initially formed in English and then it was translated into Bengali to ensure that the respondents understand the questionnaire items clearly. Initially, the questionnaire was handed over to 500 respondents. Out of which, 152 respondents provided incomplete answers. Among the rest, 301 respondents provided complete responses and 47 questionnaires included erroneous responses and thus were eliminated.

3.5 Data Analysis

For data analysis, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) has been performed to assess the measurement model. In addition, with the use of path analysis, the researcher evaluated the hypothesized relationships proposed in the conceptual framework. The validity and reliability of the scales have been measured based on composite reliability, average variance extracted and other relevant statistics. Hence, structural equation modeling analysis using AMOS graphics has been used by the researcher. Besides, SPSS version 23 has also used to test the moderating effect of past visit experience in the relationship between destination image and tourists’ satisfaction.

4. Findings

4.1 Measurement Model

Firstly, the researcher performed a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in an effort to test the measurement model outlined in the figure 2. The measurement model adopted in this study consists of three unobserved variables estimated by their respective items and these three constructs have been permitted to correlate independently with each other. This measurement model is an identified model because the number of distinct sample moments (66) turns out to be greater than the number of distinct parameters to be estimated (25) resulting in a positive degree of freedom (41).
As evident from Table 4, the fit of the three-construct measurement model is satisfactory. Model fit is determined on the basis of chi square statistic, three goodness-of-fit indices such as NFI, CFI & GFI and two badness-of-fit indices such as RMSEA and RMR. As a rule of thumb, higher values above .95 are considered acceptable for NFI, CFI and GFI and lower values below .08 are considered to be favorable for RMSEA and RMR (Malhoira & Dash, 2015). Table 4 shows that the values of NFI (.968), CFI (.986) and GFI (.959) exceeded the threshold level of .95 and the values of RMSEA (.050) and RMR (.028) are lesser than .08. These results are normally favorable apart from chi-square $\chi^2 (41) = 71.085$ (P < .05) which has been found to be significant. However, Benter & Bonett (1980) argued that while evaluating the overall fit of the model, the researcher should not rely only upon chi square since it is sensitive to sample size increases. Therefore, the researcher evaluated alternative fit-indices and found that hypothesized model robustly fits the empirical data collected for conducting this study.

Table 5. CFA Results of Measurement Model/Indicator Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Scale Items</th>
<th>Factor Loadings</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>MSV</th>
<th>ASV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Image</td>
<td>DI1</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>.884</td>
<td>.657</td>
<td>.368</td>
<td>.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI2</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI3</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI4</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sat1</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>.907</td>
<td>.712</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sat2</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sat3</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sat4</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists' Satisfaction</td>
<td>Loyalty1</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>.880</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loyalty2</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loyalty3</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, the researcher measured the reliability and validity of the constructs. Composite reliability of each construct is computed to measure the reliability of the scales. As a rule of thumb, composite reliabilities of .60 or above are considered to be adequate (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). In this study, all the composite reliabilities of each item of the latent constructs exceeded the suggested cut-off criterion of .60. In addition to reliability, the researcher measured the validity of the scales in terms of convergent validity and discriminant validity.

As evident from Table 5, all the factors loadings are significantly correlated and surpassed the cut-off value of .40 (Stevens, 2012) and the average variance extracted (AVE) of all constructs are greater the threshold level of .50 (Kline, 2015; Malhotra & Dash, 2015). All these outcomes demonstrate ample evidences of convergent validity. On the other hand, to establish discriminant validity, maximum shared variance (MSV) and average shared variance (ASV) have to be lower than the average variance extracted (Hair et al., 2006). As evident from Table 5, the values of MSV and ASV are smaller than the values of AVE which provide empirical evidences for discriminant validity of the constructs. Overall, this measurement model seems suitable from the perspective of this study because there are empirical evidences of good model fit, reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity.

4.2 Structural Model

In the next phase of the study, multiple indicators measuring several constructs were averaged to achieve the scores of different constructs that were consequently used in the path analysis for testing several hypotheses formulated to carry out this study.

Table 6. Path Analysis Results (Direct and Indirect Effects)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Standardized Path Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Image ---&gt; Tourists' Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.202*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists' Satisfaction---&gt; Tourists' Loyalty</td>
<td>0.471*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Image ---&gt; Tourists' Loyalty</td>
<td>0.095*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *P < .05; Significant

However, based on the results shown in Table 6, the researcher tested the hypothesized relationships of the constructs delineated in Figure 1.

H1 stated that destination (amusement park) image positively influences tourists’ satisfaction towards amusement parks of Bangladesh. As shown in Table 6, the effect of destination (park) image on tourists’ satisfaction is in the hypothesized path and it was statistically significant ($\beta = 0.202; p < .05$). Hence, it can be reasonably concluded that this research hypothesis is strongly supported.

H2 assumed that tourists’ satisfaction is positively related to tourists’ loyalty towards amusement parks of Bangladesh. As indicated in Table 6, the influence of tourists’ satisfaction on their loyalty towards amusement park is in hypothesized direction and it was statistically significant ($\beta = 0.471; p < .001$). As a result, the researcher could not reject the claim that highly satisfied tourists will more frequently visit the amusement parks of Bangladesh.

To examine the mediating influence of destination image on the tourists’ loyalty as stated in H3, the researcher relied upon the steps recommended by Baron & Kenny (1986). As shown in Table 6, indirect effect of destination image on tourists’ loyalty through tourists’ satisfaction is statistically significant ($\beta = 0.095; p < .05$) which means the positive effect destination image on tourists’ loyalty is mediated by tourists’ satisfaction. However, only the values of indirect effect do not provide conclusive evidence about the type of mediation. To find out whether there is full mediation or partial mediation, further analysis is required.

Table 7. Results of Hypothesis Testing for Evaluating the Mediating Effect of Tourists’ Satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Causal Path</th>
<th>Path Coefficients</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Destination Image ---&gt; Tourists’ Loyalty, when Tourists’ Satisfaction --&gt; Tourists’ Loyalty is constrained</td>
<td>0.546**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Partial Mediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Image ---&gt; Tourists’ Loyalty, when Tourists’ Satisfaction --&gt; Tourists’ Loyalty opened</td>
<td>0.451**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **P < .05 (Statistically Significant)

As shown in Table 7, after reviewing the conditions for mediation (Barron & Kenny 1986), when the satisfaction was not connected to tourists’ loyalty or the mediating path from satisfaction to tourists’ loyalty was restrained,
the direct effect of destination (park) image \( (\beta = .546, P < .05) \) on tourists’ loyalty was statistically significant. It was previously seen from Table 6 that satisfaction \( (\beta = .471; p < .001) \) is positively related to tourists’ loyalty. However, previously significant direct effect of destination image on tourists’ loyalty was still significant but reduced \( (\beta = .451; p < .05) \) when the mediating path from tourists’ satisfaction to tourists’ loyalty was opened. Based on these results, it can be concluded that tourists’ satisfaction partially mediates positive relationship between destination (park) image and tourists’ loyalty. As shown in figure 3, since H1 and H2 are fully supported and H3 is partially supported, the path destination image→tourists’ satisfaction→ tourists’ loyalty can be established.

Table 8. Results of Moderated Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past Experience</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized Coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First time visit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>2.791</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>8.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>.267</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat Visit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>3.350</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>8.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>.127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance of the Difference between Two Slopes

t-value: 1.02603884

df: 296

P value: 0.30571104

a. Dependent Variable: Satisfaction

To test the moderation effect, the author relied on an online calculator in an attempt to ascertain whether the slopes of two lines (first time visit versus repeat visit) are significantly different from each other, given the slope, standard error, and sample size for each line (Sopher, 2019). Applying the values of sample size, beta coefficients, and standard errors as shown in Table 8 in Daniler Sopher’s online calculator, the author obtained the z value of 1.03 which is lesser than the cut-off value of 1.96 and its associated p value (.301) was found to be greater than .05. The decision rule is if t < 1.96, there is no moderation effect (Cohen et al., 2014). As a result, the data obtained from this study could not accept H4. Therefore, it can be concluded that the relationship between destination image and satisfaction is the same for both the groups with first time visit experience and repeated visit experience.

5. Discussion and Implications

The empirical outcomes of this study have established our belief and contributed to the existing knowledge that tourist satisfaction is the generic mediating instrument by means of which the image of a destination such as amusement park can positively influence the loyalty of the visitors. The current study uncovers that the destination image positively influences tourists’ satisfaction. This result is consistent with the results of previous studies conducted in this field (Chon, 1990; Wu et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2015; Ramseseok-Munhurrun et al., 2015). This empirical effect of destination image on visitors’ satisfaction with amusement park has extremely solid and pragmatic implications for the amusement park marketers in Bangladesh. The amusement park authorities can enhance their image by means of ensuring modern and quality infrastructures such as thrilling and enjoyable rides, accommodation facilities, swimming pools, artifacts, shopping facilities, restaurants, theaters, concerts, attractive trees and so on. Moreover, the park management ought to consider the safety and pricing issues of the
visitors to improve their image (Bappy & Samiya, 2018; Kazi, 2006; Khondkar et al., 2012). If the overall park image can be enhanced, visiting amusement parks will be a satisfying experience for the visitors (Bappy & Samiya, 2018; Newagebd, 2018; Islam et al; 2018). This study also reveals that tourist satisfaction is positively related to the loyalty of the park visitors which signifies the fact that satisfied tourists is likely to exhibit repeat visit intention to the parks and are mostly likely to recommend their positive experiences to their kith and kin. This result also matches the results of previous studies (Valle et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2011; Žabkar et al., 2010; Chi & Qu, 2008) Hence, the marketers of amusement parks should constantly monitor the tourists’ satisfaction levels with respect to various services of the parks. In order to generate more loyalty, marketers can arrange special frequency reward programs for the ones who repeatedly visit the parks and spend in larger amounts. The reward programs can involve flexible pricing, free rides, discounts in cottage booking or hotel services for the loyal tourists. However, this study identifies that whether a tourist has first time visit experience or repeat visitor experience, the influence of destination image on tourists’ satisfaction happen to be the same for both the groups. This result, however, is different from the previous studies (Jin et al., 2015; Rodríguez Molina et al., 2013). Therefore, it is recommended that destination image be equally communicated to all types of tourists irrespective of their past visit experience.

6. Conclusion

The study examines the interrelation between destination image and tourists’ satisfaction which ultimate results in tourists’ loyalty towards the amusement parks of Bangladesh. In this era of cutthroat rivalry, an integrated approach and attention towards theme-based amusement parks can result in a major boost to the domestic tourism of Bangladesh, catching the attention of larger number of foreign tourists. Besides, in order to achieve the sustainability development goal of sustainable cities and communities (SDG-11), amusement parks can play a significant role. Hence, the image of amusement parks of Bangladesh must be improved by incorporating modern facilities and removing the mismanagements. On the other hand, satisfied and loyal amusement park visitors will frequently visit the parks, spend in greater amount, choose amusement parks over the other choices of destination, and will recommend the park to their nearest and dearest ones.

However, the present study bears some limitation with respect to sampling. This study incorporates a non-probability sampling technique due to unavailability of any sampling frame of amusement park visitors. This technique of choosing samples is subjective in nature. Besides, there are hundreds of amusement parks in Bangladesh but this study covers respondents from only four amusement parks. Although they are representative of the population, it may reduce the scope of generalization. The study does not show how customer loyalty or satisfaction varies with respect to the demographic characteristics of the respondents. This study involves only one predictor of tourist satisfaction. Further studies in this topic might include other variables such as attitude towards amusement park, service quality, perceived value, service marketing mix elements and so on to predict tourists’ satisfaction and loyalty. Despite having some limitations, this is the first study in the context of Bangladesh which attempts to explain the relationship between destination image and tourist loyalty by checking the mediating effect of tourists’ satisfaction and moderating effect of past visit experience. Overall, it is believed that this paper will act as a stepping stone for future studies in the amusement park sector of Bangladesh.
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**Appendix A:** Psychometric Properties of the Measurement Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Summary of Scale Items Used in this Study</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Destination Image** | The amusement park has excellent natural attractions (trees, flowers & green grass)  
The park has beautiful natural scenery  
The park has quality infrastructure (Cleanliness, rides, accommodations & artifacts)  
Amusement parks of Bangladesh is a pleasing and enjoyable travel destination | Tsiothsou et al., 2010                  |
| **Tourists’ Satisfaction** | I believe I am satisfied with the services of amusement park of Bangladesh.  
Overall, I am pleased with our amusement parks.  
Visiting amusement parks is usually a satisfactory experience  
My feelings towards the amusement parks of our country are not dissatisfactory. | Chi & Qu, 2008                         |
| **Tourists’ Loyalty** | I will continue to visit and patronize this amusement park.  
I have an intention to visit this amusement park in future  
I will recommend this park to others as a favorable destination | Ramseook-Munh uurrn et al., 2015         |
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